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An excerpt from the Journal of 

GenjiMonogatari 
Mariah Blunt 

 

 

 

June 9th 

Awakening this morning, I realized that I had intended to go and visit Lady 

Rokujo today. I prepared myself for the journey to her residence, but just as I was 

about to depart, one of my servants informed me that my previous nursemaid, who 

I had been so close to in my younger years was ill and near death. This new 

information immediately plummeted the positive attitude I had just moments 

before, and a feeling of worry poured over me and therefore I mistakenly forgot 

about all my initial intentions for the day ahead. 

 Shortly following this news, I called Koremitsu - the nursemaid’s son, to see 

if I would be able to go with him to pay her a visit. He quickly agreed and arrived 

at my house to accompany me upon my offering of condolences. Upon our arrival, 

we were welcomed by one of the nursemaid’s caregivers who instructed us to wait 

outside until she was ready for visitors, and so that we did. She lived in a small 

house that was secluded yet in very close proximity to the house next door. 

Waiting in the warm open air, I began to admire the flowers draped upon the 

outside of the houses, and asked Koremitsu - who was impatiently waiting to see 

his dear mother – if these beautiful flowers had a name. He then informed me of 

them being called Yugao, meaning evening faces or moonflowers, a name that I 

thought was simplistic and stunning. The flowers were as beautiful as the sky at 

dusk, and seemed calming yet mysterious to me like the atmosphere of night. 

 Just then, a little girl appeared out of the neighbouring house and in her small 

hands, she held a fan. She graciously presented it to me, inquiring if I would like to 

use it to put the flowers on. I thankfully accepted it and instantaneously noticed the 

remarkable scent emanating from the fan. With a rush of pleasure, I held it up to 

my face to be closer to the smell and began to inspect it, which is when I noticed a 

love poem written on the back. Before I could read it, I rapidly glanced up to ask 

the little girl who this was from, but it was too lateand she had already returned 

inside. I stared back down at that beautiful fan and placed a moonflower onto it. I 

contemplated writing a response to the poem when my thought was interrupted by 

Koremitsu calling for me to enter his mother’s house. I took time to speak with my 

old beloved housemaid and catch up with her about her life since we last saw each 
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other. She told me about her transition in becoming a Buddhist nun and how it 

transformed her life for the better. After a long visit, me and Koremitsu returned 

home for the evening. I could not stop thinking about the stunning Yugao flowers 

and this mysterious fan for the rest of the day. 

 As I lay here in my bed I hold this fan imagining the girl that wrote this love 

letter to me, her writing so quaint and light as I imagine her to be, her words so 

gentle and kind. I have illustrated my response in a drawing of two birds together 

as one. In reference of the flowers held upon this fan, I will now refer to my 

mysterious love as Yugao until I know her name, and it will be my quest to find her 

in the coming days. 

Sincerely, 

GenjiMonogatari 
 

June 11th 

Today I arose inspired and full of hope for that I will find my mysterious 

lady. I began a search for Yugao by going back to her home in a disguise, knowing 

I would not be able to go discreetly unless I did so. After transforming myself to 

seem as a commoner, I made my way back to the same location I was at yesterday, 

being careful not to be recognized by Koremitsu’s mother or her caregivers and 

fellow nuns. I managed to get to the mysterious woman’s home, even taking a 

small increment of time to admire the moonflowers once again. As I arrived at her 

door with a lump in my chest, I took a deep inhale and softly knocked on the door. 

A young maid who introduced herself by the name of Ukon came to greet me, and 

after conversing for some time I got her to set up a meeting between me and the 

woman who resides in the home. She was able to show me into a room where when 

I opened the door, I saw the most delicate girl standing before me. She was small in 

stature and seemed so gentle from the top of her head all the way to her fingertips. 

Her smile was tender and I could feel it pull me from across the room towards her. 

Her hair fell perfectly and smelt of the same perfume from the fan. The connection 

between us was instant and electric, the more we began to talk the more I felt 

intrigued to learn more about her. 

Following hours on end of conversation, I had an idea and politely 

questioned if I could be excused from her presence for a moment. I exited the room 

and fetched for one of my informants to go and find Koremitsu and let him know 

he needed to find a secret spot that I could take Yugao to for the evening, as well as 

decorate it with all the moonflowers he could find. I hastily went back into the 

room to find the woman still waiting patiently for me. When I came back into the 

room and told her I did not want the day to come to a close, I proposed the 

possibility of her spending the night with me elsewhere. Her quiet smile turned into 

a nervous grin and she politely declined in fear of us being discovered, for she was 
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already another man’s mistress. However, I did not give up and eventually she 

agreed to come with me to a secret location. Koremitsu and Ukonescorted us to an 

empty mansion. As we opened the doors I watched her face as she saw the flowers 

all over the room and gasped. I made sure to thank Koremitsu for his efforts with 

finding us a place. Koremitsu and Ukon continued to another living quarter of the 

mansion for the night. 

We spent an unforgettable night together. Sitting here once again in bed, 

but now with my love by my side soundly asleep I suddenly remember about the 

fan I planned to return to her with my pictorial response to her love poem. This 

unfortunately will be for tomorrow. 

Good night my sweet moonflower. 

Sincerely, 

GenjiMonogatari 
 

June 12th 

I am astonished how one of the most supreme days of my life turned into 

the worst just over night. The last pleasant thing I remember is ending the night 

with my sweet Yugao laying at peace by my side. Once asleep I began to have a 

dream so vivid it is still burned into my mind. When I was sound asleep I began to 

feel a type of coldness, like it was hovering over me, a presence that I could not 

explain. Suddenly I began to see the face of a furious Lady Rokujo and 

immediately was transmitted to a memory of when we intended to meet on the day 

I heard about my sick nursemaid. Suddenly a sheer shutter and painful moan 

startled me awake. As I rolled over I felt paralyzed seeing Lady Rokujo’s figure 

pass by the window outside, just as if she had left my dream and exited through the 

mansion door. When I looked down at Yugao I was in dismay to see that these 

noises I was hearing were coming from her. Abruptly she became all too still and I 

attempted to wake her but she did not respond. I pulled off the blankets to grab her 

wrists, but they were so unbelievably cold. Panicked, I yelled and ran to find Ukon 

and Koremitsu for help, but unfortunately by then my short-lived beloved had 

passed away. I innately crumbled to my knees and shed tears of sadness and anger, 

trying to process all the events that had already occurred in this thus far brief 

morning. 

Koremitsu, asgood of a cohort as he is, instructed me to return home while 

he informed me he was going to move her body. I requested to say a swift goodbye, 

as it caused me immense pain to witness her like this, but it felt appropriate to 

properly disclose my feelings. I looked upon her face still gentle and slim, 

somehow it was frail yet even more peaceful. A flurry of words gathered in my 

brain but none could seem to escape through my lips. So, without hesitation, I 

reached into my robe in silence and retrieved the fan that I intended for her. I 
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placed the fan on her body with my portrayal of the two connected birds against 

her heart, and her message face up towards me so that I was able to read it one final 

time as I rose from my knees and walked away from her for the last time. 

 Rest in peace my sweet moonflower.  

Sincerely, 

GenjiMonogatari 
 

June 16th 

 This was the last day I was set to look upon the evening faces. Koremitsu 

arrived at my home earlier today asking about my well-being, as well as informing 

me on the state of Yugao’s body. He continued to say he successfully made her a 

funeral for which we were to attend later in the day. As time passed, I did not feel 

as if I was myself. I felt overshadowed by sadness and disbelief, I was emotionally 

distraught. When it was time to visit my moonflower for the final time, me and 

Koremitsu were to arrive by horse. On our trip I suddenly felt a bout of nausea and 

fell off my horse. Following that my memory is faded, all I know is that I am now 

in my bed accompanied by caregivers attending to heal me. The combination of 

this physical sickness I have contracted and the pure heartache I feel does not make 

me confident for a hurried recovery. From now forward she is only a memory, and 

I am confident I will find a new distraction to pursue. 

Sincerely, 

GenjiMonogatari 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mariah Bluntis in her final year of a Bachelor of Science majoring in 

Anthropology. Her interest in Japanese culture and tradition guided 

her to take this class, and she hopes to visit Japan more frequently in 

the future. 
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The Pavilion of the Heart 
Danise Simpelo 

 

 

 

April 1408   

Ashikaga Yoshimitsu 

With the heart of red and petals of blush beginning to fall from their 

branches, children ran under the elongated branches to try and catch the falling 

sakura from above. The sun shone brightly up on the countryside of Japan and 

crept into the city of Kyoto where Yoshimitsu Ashikaga laid. Yoshimitsu, the third 

shogunate of the Ashikaga Clan has taken a strong leadership role since his youth.  

From the role of shogun at the age of 10 to the Acting Grand Chancellor at the age 

of 20, the hassle of political decisions was present at every turning point. Thirteen 

years earlier, Yoshimitsu had retired from all public office, which brought up his 

love for the Japanese Art that emerged during the Golden Age of the Muromachi 

period. Folding screens decorated with stories and battles of war were neatly 

placed within an array of flowers at every step. Lone petals from the nearby sakura 

tree had made their way inside and placed themselves delicately on the futon. 

Picking up a petal between his fingertips, he blew at it gently and watched as it 

swayed in the air.  

The sliding door opened to reveal a small, young woman wrapped in a 

tight fitting lavender dress that flowed out into large bell sleeves, covered in specks 

of gold that resembled leaves dancing in the wind. Her small almond eyes looked 

down to the floor and traced the outline of her folded hands as she bowed. The jet-

black hair fell from the placement behind her and made a curtain to hide her 

embarrassed face. Turning on her heels, she left the door open to give way to the 

sunshine that came from the east. As warmth begin to fill his home, Yoshimitsu sat 

upright to stare at his surroundings. The intricate decorations around the house did 

not fill the empty feeling that he had in his heart. The well decorated, retired 

shogunate stared at the empty space where the young lady had stood a moment ago.  

At 17 years old, he had found Tsubaki in the house of the geishas. Her 

beautiful pale skin had contrasted her milk chocolate eyes in a mysterious mix of 

features. Intellectual for her age, she had been the daughter of a scholar before an 

invasion in her hometown had left her an orphan.  Her views of politics and the 

evolving world due to Westernization had left Yoshimitsu in awe. The whole night 

that she had entertained him, his attention never wavered from her. Months later, 
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Tsubaki took a permanent place in Yoshimitsu’s home as his concubine. Since he 

had been so involved in politics and his responsibilities as a shogunate, he did not 

have time to visit the tea house where Tsubaki occupied so he had decided to buy 

her and have her keep him company at his own convenience. Yoshimitsu had 

noticed since her arrival that she was very reserved, although she had learned to act 

as both servant and companion to him, her actions displayed obedience but lacked 

the character he desperately fell in love with at the tea house.  The love that he felt 

for Tsubaki had been expressed through poetry, gifts, trinkets and other 

miscellaneous items that Yoshimitsu had come across on his ventures. With the 

deliverance of each gift, came a sad smile and soft hands that accepted the gift. Her 

expression contained an underlying sadness that Yoshimitsu did not understand. He 

knew that she would not share the cause so he respected her by giving Tsubaki her 

own space. 

As the ache of old aged loomed in the limbs of Yoshimitsu, he knew that 

his time was near. Living out his days in a home that procured perfection, did not 

satisfy what Yoshimitsu wanted to leave this world in. He moved to the nearby ink 

stone and brush and began to paint an image that had appeared in his dreams. As 

the thought of golden leaves danced in the wind against a lavender sky, the image 

of a pavilion began to come to life with every stroke. 

A few weeks passed and there Yoshimitsu stood on the half-finished 

pavilion. The soon-to-be 3-storied pavilion would hold the traditional values of the 

hierarchical levels but also add an extravagant twist with the architecture. The 

pavilion is surrounded by a large body of water that emulates the beauty of Mount 

Fuji’s reflection in the water, and the color to resemble the beautiful color of the 

sunrise. Yoshimitsu stood as workers carried bamboo beams towards the empty tier, 

looking over his shoulder he saw Tsubaki squint against the glare of the sun as she 

tried to make out the final look of this half-built structure. The only one who knew 

what the final product would look like was Yoshimitsu, even the architects had a 

vague idea of what it was going to look like since Yoshimitsu had only given small 

cut outs of the blueprints for structural checks.  

Tsubaki tilted her head to one side to try and comprehend what was being 

built. What stood in front of her was a jagged pitchfork that was surrounded by a 

tall open box. A few weeks earlier, Yoshimitsu had left his home in the morning 

and had not returned by night fall. It was not unusual for him to be gone for the 

entire day or weeks on end, yet she felt something different when he had returned. 

In the corner of her eye, she caught Yoshimitsu looking over his shoulder and 

smiling at her perplexed expression. She opened her mouth to ask when he would 

like to return, but she never got the chance to.  

On the final day at the pavilion, Yoshimitsu had clutched his chest in 

agony as he fell to the ground. In the days following, doctors from all over the city 

had all told him that he had a sickness in his heart that was incurable and that it was 
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only a matter of time before it would give out.  Desperately he had tried to rush the 

completion of the pavilion so that he would be able to lay eyes on its beauty before 

he departed from this world. On May 31, 1408, the structure of the Golden Pavilion 

was completed and the life of Yoshimitsu had ended. 

 

 

Year1436 

Ashikaga Yoshimasa  

The cool winds of February danced through the naked branches of the 

sakura trees nearby. The sharp cold of winter still loomed in the air, and Yoshimasa 

Ashikaga took this opportunity to admire the faint falling of snow. Yoshimasa had 

enjoyed the arts such as his grandfather had, however his interest consisted of tea 

and the drama referred to as “No”. Ever since he could remember, he had been 

living in his grandfather’s shadow in regard to political decisions and positions. All 

that Yoshimasa had, had been appointed to him to continue the legacy of the family 

name. Half-exposed poems and drawn art laid in a cluttered array on the floor. 

Yoshimasa turned quickly to catch a piece of fabric slowly move out of view. 

Tsubaki had been the concubine of his grandfather, Yoshimitsu since before 

Yoshimasa was born. She had a respectable place in the family for her quick and 

insightful mind on political actions since she grew up learning how Yoshimitsu 

operated under tough decisions, which helped take the ease off Yoshimasa. 

As a young man, Yoshimasa always looked for something to call his own, 

not something that was given to him. When he had met Tsubaki, he fell in love 

with the modesty of her gestures and her gentle spoken words. Regardless of her 

age of 57, her features matured gracefully as they added a touch of resilience and 

knowledge. She was the type of woman that was on her own and although many 

wished to have her as their concubine, her loyalty to the family stood strong. 

Yoshimasa desired to be by her side as a powerful individual whose integrity 

would never be questioned. As rumours of the Onin War were looming, Yoshimasa 

knew that the choice of his decisions would hold more consequences than ever 

before. Taking a nearby ink stone and brush, he began to construct the next 

discussion agenda that would be reviewed in the case of the Onin War occurring. 

As Yoshimasa started to formulate a new proposal, his mind wandered to almond 

shaped, milk chocolate eyes staring at him in approval.  Putting the brush down, he 

stared at the half-written scroll in front of him and sighed. He knew that the age 

gap between Tsubaki and himself would always create a barrier between them. 

With the same ambition that Yoshimitsu had at his age, he took his brush and 

dipped it on the ink stone, and he painted over the agenda proposal. He closed his 

eyes and remembered what his grandfather had done for his grandmother before he 

died. With simplicity in mind and the cool silver of the night filling his imagination, 
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he began to create a pavilion that would be his hope for surviving the Onin War for 

himself but also his hope that Tsubaki would realize his love for her. 

As the day of the Onin War drew close, the construction of Yoshimasa’s 

pavilion raced to be the first one to arrive. The small structure had a more 

contemporary feel, with only 2 tiers for its structure but its beautiful surroundings 

made up for the simplistic feel. Surrounding the pavilion was a beautiful moss 

outlay with a garden of dry sand that brought the smooth contrast of brown and 

greens together. The final touch was to decorate the outer part of the pavilion to 

distinguish the Yoshimasa’s structure from his grandfather’s. He closed his eyes 

and pictured all the colours swirling into a pot, and the first colour that appeared 

would be the colour he would choose. He thought of the arts, paintings, and sunsets, 

and then his mind landed on her. The light colour of brown, the creamy white of 

her skin, the lavender of the sunrise all fought to claim the title of being the chosen 

colour of the pavilion. He thought of his love of Tsubaki but suddenly he 

remembered how she had turned him down on countless occasions and as 

Yoshimasa opened his eyes, he knew what colour the pavilion would be.  

The day of the Onin War had come, and all the soldiers were preparing 

their horses andarmouras the sun peaked over the mountains. Yoshimasa, alone in 

his room, had prayed to his grandfather for his blessing that the war would be won 

for the Ashikaga family name. Yoshimasa knew that winning this war had 

depended on him and his call on the battlefield so he prayed to all his ancestors for 

their blessing as well. He rose to his knees and headed to the stables where his men 

awaited their departure. However, he stopped in front of a room at the end of the 

hall. Through the thin screen, he could hear the breathing of the person on the other 

side. Yoshimasa put one hand on the door as if to slide it open to reveal who was 

on the other side, but instead he placed his forehead lightly against it and sighed. 

His years of manhood through rigorous training and trained discipline from others 

had groomed him to be the 8th shogunate of the Ashikaga Clan, but no training nor 

advice from anyone could push Yoshimasa to speak his own mind. The more he 

thought about it, the less words he could formulate that were not words from one of 

his grandfather’s advisors or an ally from a neighbouring family.  If he were to 

slide open the door, what would he say? That he was off to war? The day before, 

Yoshimasa had gone to the pavilion and had asked all the workers to leave him and 

the structure alone. The wind crept up his sleeves are he drew them back to dip a 

brush into his inkstone. There he began to write feelings, thoughts, and emotions 

all over the walls of the exterior. His bottled-up opinions were now exposed. 

However, in this moment right now, Yoshimasa could not do the same. The free 

expression and liberation that he had gone through yesterday was all contained 

once again. With every ounce that he had in his body he whispered careful words 

before turning on his heels and headed for the stables. 
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The chirping of the floorboards outside awakened the figure on the other 

side of the door. 

 

 

Tsubaki  

Age 60 

Tsubaki wondered how her life could turn out in such an array of events. 

As a young girl, she had been bought by Yoshimitsu Ashikaga from the geisha 

house and had been his concubine since she was 17. He had not touched her, only 

asked for her words in return for her freedom. She gave what she could and yet 

Yoshimitsu seemed to be asking for more than what she could give: her love. The 

Golden Pavilion had been Yoshimitsu’s final gesture to Tsubaki before he had 

passed, as many knew it to be Yoshimitsu’s retirement palace it was actually built 

as a gift to Tsubaki. Yoshimitsu had asked to see Tsubaki before he passed and as 

he took her hand, he made his final declaration of love to her. Yoshimitsu knew 

that she would not return his feelings so he had one of his men write a formal 

document that would claim that Tsubaki and she alone could own the Golden 

Pavilion.  After his passing, she had donated it and converted it into a temple for 

many to see the wonders of both the interior and the exterior. The gold had 

expressed purification of negativity and negative thoughts which represented how 

Yoshimitsu was in Tsubaki’s eyes. 

Fast forward to 57 years into her life, she had been alive to see 3 

generations of Ashikaga shogunates take the position and step out of their title in 

their respected time. One shogunate that remained in her memory was Yoshimasa. 

Since he was a toddler, all of his grandfather’s aspects and ways of thinking had 

been forced into his mind. Thinking for himself was so rare, from carrying a heavy 

burden on his shoulders to carrying on the family name and legacy. When they had 

met, it was in the room of family scrolls when Yoshimasa had just turned 18. He 

had mistaken her for one the servants who took care of the scrolls, so he began 

asking her questions about the origins of the scrolls and so on. Since she had 

memorized these scrolls in her free time when Yoshimitsu had left for his meetings, 

she answered every question of his without hesitation. With each answer that he 

was given, the more and more Yoshimasa fell in love with Tsubaki, and she knew 

it because he had the same look of awe that his grandfather had given her when 

they had first met in the tea house. Yoshimasa had built the Silver Pavilion, to 

represent the family aspect of what he wanted to give to Tsubaki but alas she had 

respectfully turned him down and he had gone into the Onin War with a broken 

heart. Before he left, he had made sure that when he died, the Silver Pavilion would 

be converted into a temple for many people to see the legacy he would leave 

behind. After he had left, Tsubaki had gone to the pavilion to say goodbye only to 

see that it had been painted pure black.  The bitterness in his heart spoke volumes 
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as the black covered every inch. Tsubaki could not give either man what they 

desired because she desired her freedom over their power. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DaniseSimpelo is a 2nd-year student who is currently pursuing a 

combined degree in East Asian Studies and Social and Cultural 

Anthropology. Danise has always had a strong passion for learning 

new languages and exploring the ideologies and traditions of 

different cultures. She hopes to travel to Japan and Iceland before 

pursuing a career that allows her to explore the world. 
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Whispers of the Nightingale 
A tale of silence, assassins and ingenuity  

Deylan Mackenzie 

 
 

The hours between nightfall and sunrise were the worst. Darkness enveloped 

every inch of the house, faint firelightthe only source of sight. Guards stood posted 

outside of a screen door. Beyond that screen door a young man lay damp with cold 

sweat, his dreaming mind plaguing his sleep with nightmares. Nightmares that 

would further fuel his growing paranoia.  

 

~ 

 

He could feel their presence. Someone was in his room, their murderous 

aura filling the darkness. The very real prospect of his own death suddenly had him 

paralyzed with fear, his heartbeat pounding in his ears and filling the deathly 

silence that was absent of the intruder’s movements. It was too late to call in the 

guards. His throat would be slit before he could open his mouth. So, he lay there, 

pretending as if he were still asleep. Fear leaked out of his every pore and mingled 

in the air with the murderous aura. The room already smelled of death and all he 

could hope for was that they would kill him quickly.  

The beat of every second felt like days while his intruder remained cloaked 

in the shadows. They waited as his breathing became unnatural and his body 

dampened with a cold sweat. He was suffocating in his own fear and they knew 

now that he was no longer sleeping. 

A sudden whisper directly in his ear made his eyes shoot open. “You are 

scared young lord. But death is a worriless place.” It was the voice of a woman. 

And as his eyes adjusted to the darkness he could faintly see her outline above him. 

Dressed entirely in black, her crouching body blended with the shadows almost 

perfectly, her face half-masked and her cold, emotionless eyes reflected the pale 

moonlight that seeped into his room. She did not even blink as she pulled out a 

dagger and rested its cold sharp blade against his throat.  
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Maruyama Tomomitsu shot up from his futon, coughing, hands clutching 

at his throat. Panicked he looked at his hands only to find them dry of any blood in 

the moonlight. Slowly he began to calm down, his mind escaping the clutches of 

his reoccurring nightmare and waking into reality.  

“My Lord….my lord?” His guard had entered the room but Tomomitsu 

had not heard him. He held a lantern high in one hand with his sword readied in the 

other. “My Lord is everything okay?” 

“Yes. Everything is fine. Just another dream.” He motioned for the guard 

to light his room lantern as he stood up from his bed.  

His guard, Natsu, eyed him with concern. He had been posted outside 

Tomomitsu’s room every night for almost three months now. He knew that most 

nights the young lord suffered from these nightmares, ever since the assassination 

attempt on his life. His father, the Shogun of Japan, was growing old and 

Tomomitsu was to be his successor. This had been the first attempt but would not 

be the last. Whoever sent the assassin was smart, knowing that taking out the ruling 

Shogun would result in a series of bloody struggles and battles between power-

hungry Daimyos. So, they targeted his successor because with no successor another 

family would have to be chosen. 

To Tomomitsu the first assassination attempt seemed more of a warning 

than anything. The assassin very well could have killed him that night had they 

been ordered to. They had been in his room for minutes, and it only took seconds to 

slit a throat. It had been Natsu that had seen a second assassin on the roof of the 

castle and alerted the guards. His father and the guards both believe it was this that 

foiled their plans. But Tomomitsu knew better and his nightmares reminded him 

often of this fact.  

Lately his nightmares had become worse, occurring more often and 

growing more realistic. Subconsciously Tomomitsu knew it would not be long 

before another assassin was sent, and this time with orders to kill. He feared the 

silent movements of these skilled murderers who moved throughout buildings 

quieter than the wind. His mind, which was sleep deprived and troubled, delved 

further into madness with each passing night.  

 

~ 

 

When sunrise came Tomomitsu yearned to clear his mind and headed to 

the tea room where the castle’s tea master would be. He visited her often these days, 

enjoying the comfort of her presence. The blessing of the tea ceremony was that 

rank did not exist within the ceremony; all in attendance were there to watch the 

beauty of making tea through exquisite, elegant movements. Of course, the tea 

master was aware of their difference in rank and she would never treat him any less 
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than what he was. However, she let him speak of his troubles without judgement 

and without summoning doctors or military leaders to solve them.  

Tomomitsu alerted her of his presence before sliding open the screen door 

to the room. He bowed slightly and entered. “Ohayougozaimasu Makoto-donno.”  

She was already standing before he entered and bowed to him as he took a 

seat on the tatami flooring. “Good morning my lord.” She adjusted her pale rose 

kimono as she knelt on the floor and began preparing the tools for the tea ceremony. 

“I apologize for the early hour.” 

“Your mind seems plagued with troubles my lord. Did you have the 

nightmare again?” Makoto Momoha was the only person he had told of his 

nightmares in detail. She offered much welcome advice and would reassure him 

that he could heal his mind and fears. It was in Momoha that Tomomitsu had 

discovered the power of true friendship, and the benefits of trusting in someone. He 

sometimes thought he loved Momoha, but knew that it was a love his father would 

never allow and buried these thoughts. Nonetheless, it may be solely due to 

Momoha that his mind has not surrendered to the madness.  

“Yes. This time though, the assassin spoke to me. It was a woman.” 

Momoha’s eyebrows raised slightly. She continued the preparations for the 

tea, now heating the water. “What scares you the most from these nightmares my 

lord?” 

 Tomomitsu thought for a moment. “How the assassin moves quieter than the 

wind. I only ever feel their presence in my dream, feel their intent to murder me.” 

 “Would it quell your fears if you were able to hear their movements?” She 

elegantly and effortlessly washed the tea bowl and scooped the rich green matcha 

into it.  

 If he were able to hear their approach it would give him more time to alert his 

guard, or to think of a counter attack against his highly trained enemy. Maybe he 

would not then be the only person to hear the intruder. “Yes. I believe it would help. 

Even the quietest sounds would be better than silence.”  

 “Perhaps there is a trap or defense mechanism that can be made to do just that 

then. Make the floors creak, or the doors rattle.” Momoha was more intelligent than 

she ever let on, but it was her intelligence that Tomomitsu liked the most.  

 “Perhaps there is.” He stared at her as his mind lit up with ideas, ways to 

break the silence of the silent assassins. Feeling his eyes upon her face Momoha 

smiled, her painted red lips curving slightly. The water now ready, she poured it 

into the tea bowl. Then picking up her bamboo whisk began rapidly mixing. When 

the bowl contained a bright green tea with a layer of froth, she put down her whisk, 

turned the bowl twice and handed it to Tomomitsu, still smiling. He drank the tea, 

feeling his worries disappear with the delicious liquid. 

 

~ 
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 Tomomitsu had summoned the most skilled craftsman he knew. Today that 

craftsman would arrive in Kyoto to meet with him. He paced with excitement. 

Together they would create something that even skilled assassin could not get past. 

He was no longer going to allow these crippling nightmares to plague his sleep and 

mind. He would not let these enemies win.  

 “My lord.” Natsu appeared in his doorway, head bowed slightly. “The 

craftsman has arrived. Shall I send him here?”  

 “Yes, please. Bring the craftsman here.”  

 Minutes later Tomomitsu and the craftsman were seated on the tatami mats of 

his room around a small table.  

 The craftsman spoke, “My lord, it has been a long time. I think since you were 

but just a young boy I was summoned for repairs to this castle.”  

 “Yes it has. But I am still aware of the skills you possess and it is me this time 

that is in need of them. I believe you are the only craftsman capable of this job.” 

Momoha entered the room, bowing to the men, and began to serve tea and snacks. 

 “You humble me my lord, but what is it that you are in need of?” The 

craftsman visibly lightened at the compliment of his skills.  

 “I need you to help me break the silence of intruders. I want you to create a 

floor capable of this.” 

 The craftsman furrowed his brows in confusion. “What kind of floor is it that 

you are thinking of?” 

 Momoha lingered as she slowly poured the tea. Tomomitsu smiled, “A floor 

that sings under the weight of feather light footsteps. A floor that no human nor 

animal can fool.” He could see Momoha’s slight smile as she quietly exited the 

room. The craftsman sat in silence for a moment, thinking.  

 “I, my lord, will create a floor that sings for you.”  

  

The craftsman and Tomomitsu brainstormed and planned together for 

hours and hours over the next few days. Within the week the hallway outside his 

room was being torn up and the construction of the new floor began. The craftsman 

was brilliant. He would secure nails to the beams underneath the floor boards, that 

when stepped on, would rub against a clamp and shatter the night-time silence. A 

floor unlike any other was being born into existence.  

Tomomitsu became so engrossed in this new project that during the 

construction and planning of these floors, he suffered much less from his 

reoccurring nightmare. It was also fortunate that during the reconstruction of the 

floor there were no further assassination attempts on his life.  

It was eight days after construction had begun that the craftsman found 

Tomomitsu in the tea room with Momoha. He burst through the door, excitement 

radiating off him. His smile stretching ear to ear. They both looked at him, shocked.  
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“My Lord. The floor is complete.” 

Tomomitsu and Momoha rushed over together with the craftsman to the 

floor. They rounded the corner that connected to the long hallway outside his room. 

The craftsman turned and smiled at him. “Please my lord, walk along the hallway.”  

Slowly Tomomitsu began walking down the hall. As he walked the 

floorboards sang under each of his delicate steps, sounding similar to that of a 

bird’s chirping. He tested out different ways of walking and maneuvering the floors 

but it did not matter where he stepped, a musical like note always rang out as a 

result. Tomomitsu turned around and walked back to the craftsman, smiling with 

pure happiness at the brilliant man. “They are absolutely beautiful. I could not 

thank you more.” Tomomitsu then bowed.  

 The craftsman waved his hand, “No my lord it was my pleasure. I have 

never created anything like this before. It is you I should thank.” He bowed in 

return to Tomomitsu. 

A voice spoke from behind them. “What do you call them?” As Momoha 

moved quickly out the way, the Shogun walked forward.  

Bowing to the Shogun the craftsman replied, “Uguisubari.”  

 

~ 

 

Young Tomomitsu lay sleeping in his room. A small sound awoke him. 

The melody of a bird chirped outside his room. Someone was here, someone was 

coming for him. But they had not anticipated the floor to sing of their approach. 

They could not elude the sounds as they tried to maneuver the floors.  

Tomomitsu lit his room lantern at the exact moment the assassin entered 

his room. He was standing waiting for them. With the lantern lit they could not 

dissolve into the shadowsand escaping across the singing flooring would only 

further alert the castle to an intruder’s presence. The assassin stared at Tomomitsu, 

sword readied in hand. 

“Young lord, you seem to have me trapped. Fear has left you.” It was the 

woman’s voice again. As he stared into her eyes they seemed to smile.  

“You cannot fool the Uguisubari, assassin.” He said to her.  

Just then Natsu appeared behind the assassin, thrusting his blade through 

her chest. She removed her mask, blood seeping through her lips. “Your floor sings 

with the whispers of the nightingale.” 

THE END 
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The New Beginnings of  

Oda Nobunaga 
Zongzheng Li 

 

 

Today should’ve been just another day in my vacation to Japan. 

However… 

“Young man, get my sandals for me. Oh, but you don’t need to hold them close to 

warm them up. We’re heading out right now.” 

Someone has invaded my vacation time. This person’s ordering me around like I’m 

a servant. To the point where I’m carrying out orders even though I haven’t had 

breakfast yet. 

“Yes, I’m on it…” I mutter back. 

I glance past my hotel room’s living space to see that man standing in the door way. 

Thank God he got rid of that ridiculous samurai armour. I would’ve hid my face 

with a cloth if I had to walk outside with him in full battle attire. 

“Oh?” He must’ve noticed me glancing at him. “You seem to have something you 

want to say. Is there a problem with the way I look?” 

Even with normal clothes like a pair of jeans and a leather jacket, he’ll still stick 

out like a sore thumb. The weird ponytail and bushy moustache don’t really help 

with that. I can’t say any of that out loud though. 

“Nope…” I sigh and slowly place the sandals down at his feet. “Anyways, why are 

we going out again? Didn’t you explore over half the city yesterday?” 

“Hoh…” He slips his feet into the sandals slowly and grabs a large umbrella lying 

by the doorway. “You have much to learn, young man. A good soldier should 

always fully know the lay of the land. I expect this experience to be quite 

educational.” 

The word ‘soldier’ shouldn’t apply to me, yet I am not in a position to protest. One 

does not simply oppose a king. Indeed, the most shocking part of this all is the true 

name of the person standing before me. 

It should’ve been just another day on vacation. 

Yet today…I find myself in service to none other than Oda Nobunaga. 

………………………………………….. 
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It shouldn’t be possible for anyone to return from the dead. Even famous people 

who have left their mark on the pages of history aren’t exempt from that. Anyone 

claiming to be resurrected from the dead is as phony as religion is. 

I didn’t believe in the supernatural, but this all changed when I decided to travel the 

world after I graduated from university. One of the places I chose to visit was 

Japan. 

I was interested in Japan due to my Japanese history courses at university, and I 

decided to see some of the historical locations we talked about in class. Honnoji 

Temple was one of those places. When I visited that temple, I kept a small piece of 

wood from the temple gate, and fashioned it into a pendant. It was to be a souvenir 

from a foreign land. 

My decision to do this would prove…troublesome. I didn’t believe in magic, but 

just because you don’t believe in something it doesn’t mean that it can’t exist. Even 

in my wildest dreams, I could not have imagined what would come from me taking 

that small piece of wood. 

A few days later, I visited Lake Biwa near Kyoto. On my way to my hotel late at 

night, I decided to cut through an alleyway to save time. It was a poor decision on 

my part, since that happened to be the day someone decided I’d make a good target 

for a mugging. I remember being choked from behind by someone while another 

guy was trying to grab my wallet and phone. 

Then, without warning, the guy in front of me was pulled away and thrown against 

the alley wall. When that happened, the mugger holding me threw me aside in a 

hurry. 

That’s when we both saw. 

There was someone standing before us, clad in samurai armour. An unsheathed 

katana was in his right hand, gleaming with moonlight. 

“Foreigner.” The man’s voice was akin to a beast’s growl, and I flinched as he took 

a step towards me. 

“You’ve caught me in a very bad mood today.” 

That was enough to scare the muggers off. Truth be told, if I hadn’t just been 

choked and thrown I’d been running as well. I was just too scared to do anything. 

To my surprise, however, the man sheathed his katana with a huff and held out his 

hand to me. 

“Come on, get up. You’re coming with me.” Though he spoke with a very heavy 

accent, I could still understand his English. 

I was in a daze and confused beyond all belief, but I took his hand. This was how I 

met Oda Nobunaga. 

Even now, I distinctly remember the moment I got a good look at Nobunaga’s face. 

His weird ponytail and bushy moustache left an impression on me. 

“Thank you for saving me.” I was still a little shook, but I managed to get back on 

my feet. “How did you find me?” I asked. 
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“That piece of wood on your neck.” He pointed at the pendant I made. “For some 

reason, it was calling out to me like a bush warbler. It seems to have gone quiet 

now though.” 

This seemed super sketchy at the time. At first, I thought he was just some random 

guy wearing a costume. Even so, I was thankful that he saved me before I got hurt. 

So, when Nobunaga started walking off, I felt compelled to follow after him. 

It soon became clear why Nobunaga was looking for people. He was lost. 

Supposedly, everyone avoided him when he tried to ask for directions. Nobunaga 

told me that after a while, people in strange blue uniforms – who I wagered were 

probably police officers – came to try and arrest him. Nobunaga had been on the 

run for most of the day because of that. 

“Where are we right now? These buildings…I don’t recognize any of them. What 

happened to the architecture?” 

I told him that we were in Kyoto. He apparently didn’t believe me though, since he 

told me that Kyoto looked nothing like this. At that point, I had given Nobunaga 

the benefit of a doubt. I figured that even if he was just a cosplayer pulling a prank 

on me, it was quite convincing. 

“Uh, Nobunaga-dono, do you know what year it is?” 

It’s a question I expected no answer to, since he shouldn’t know anything about the 

Gregorian calendar. 

He frowned. “I do not count years the same way you do, but in the Gregorian 

calendar it would be 1582. Why do you ask?” 

At that point, there were only two possibilities. Either he was an extremely good 

actor, or actually Oda Nobunaga. Even if he was the genuine article, how could 

Oda Nobunaga know how to speak English and have knowledge of a new calendar 

system? 

Despite how outrageously impossible it should’ve been, I decided to believe 

Nobunaga’s story. 

“Nobunaga-dono, I regret to inform you of this, but the year is 2014. You’ve been 

dead for over three centuries.” 

It was the shock on Nobunaga’s face that convinced me. It felt so genuine that I 

couldn’t possibly think he was faking it. 

It seemed like Nobunaga wasn’t going to believe what I said about the year. Then 

he nodded his head and took a deep breath. 

“Is that so?” Nobunaga finally said. “I see. I thought it was strange that there could 

be so much light at night without an open fire.” 

He looked closely at one of the streetlamps nearby. Then he gazed into the distance 

at tall apartment buildings. 

“Those buildings couldn’t have been constructed during my time. It all makes 

sense now. I have been dead for so long, and now somehow I’m cursed to walk 

upon the Earth again.” 
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“Um, Nobunaga-dono.” I tried to calm him down. “How about we head to my hotel 

for now? We’ll be able to make sense of our situation there.” 

“There’s no need.” Nobunaga replied. “See if you can fetch some horses. We can 

talk at my castle by Lake Biwa.” 

“That could be a problem.” I sucked in my breath, unsure if I should say it. 

“Azuchi Castle was destroyed after your death. When Mitsuhide’s forces 

surrounded it.” 

The look on Nobunaga’s face was so terrifying that I felt that I should say 

something else. “A lot has happened, Nobunaga-dono. I think it would be best if I 

did some explaining. You must be worried about a lot of things.” 

Nobunaga didn’t seem like he was having an easy time repressing his anger, but he 

did say one thing. “My clan, my family, and my allies are surely gone by now. Yet 

Japan is free of war and prosperous. In a time of peace, there is no need for me. 

Thus, there is nothing for me to worry about.” 

Thankfully, he did agree to go with me to the hotel. It’s apparent to me now that 

Nobunaga only saved me because I carried a piece of Honnoji Temple with me. 

Even so, I agreed that I would help him in any way I could, since I owed Nobunaga 

that much anyway. 

Back at my hotel, I ordered some food for us. Nobunaga had not eaten anything 

since he first set foot back in the land of the living. When we were finished eating, 

I told Nobunaga about what happened after his death. Most of my talk was about 

modern Japanese history. 

………………………………….. 

That was how that day ended, which leads us to the events of this morning. Thank 

God I was able to find some second-hand clothes for Nobunaga. Despite this, I was 

unable to convince him to leave his katana behind. Consequently, I bought a large 

umbrella for him to hide the weapon in. 

Our excursion around Kyoto was just for Nobunaga to get a feel for the new 

geography of the city. We ended up back at the hotel by late evening. After that, it 

wasn’t long before Nobunaga found my old textbook about him while I was busy 

making tea. I had it around for some light reading. 

“Well I’ll be.” He said as he flipped through the pages. “You’ve got a book about 

me. I suppose that is to be expected though.” I hear him muttering something about 

how he didn’t like the way the textbook portrayed his face. 

Despite me being worried about what to do with him, I thought this was a good 

opportunity to ask Nobunaga a few questions about his past. 

He appeared to share the sentiment. “Well anyway, you’ve got the real thing in 

front of you now. It’s only fair that I answer some of the questions you have for 

me.” He set the book aside. “If there’s anything you want to know about, ask away.” 

I had a few things on my mind. I wanted to ask about the famous battles of 

Nobunaga’s time; Okehazama, Nagashino, Nagashima…Most importantly though, 
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I wanted to know about the Incident at Honnoji. That was when Nobunaga was 

betrayed by one of his most trusted generals. 

“Okehazama, huh…” Nobunaga sat in a kneeling position as he thought back to his 

experiences. 

Okehazama was Nobunaga’s first famous victory. Under the cover of a 

thunderstorm and using a decoy army, he defeated an enemy army of 40000 men 

with only 3000 men. 

“The book makes it seem like a stroke of genius from me…but really it was a close 

battle. The storm came in at the perfect time. For a surprise attack, everything 

worked out fine. But there’s a limit to how many risks you can take.” 

He briefly glossed over the Battle of Nagashino, one of his more famous victories. 

It was where his innovative Three Line Formation defeated the Takeda Clan’s 

cavalry. 

“Firearms were the future of war, but I’m sure you know that already. The Takeda 

cavalry would tell you the same thing if they could. Though slow and cumbersome 

as firearms may be, it was simple to devise a method to compensate for it.” 

I almost wanted to tell Nobunaga about firearms in the modern day. I didn’t have a 

hard time imagining him laughing maniacally while shooting a Minigun. 

His expression hardened a bit when we talked about Nagashima. That incident, 

along with many others, caused Nobunaga to be called a Demon King. In 

Nobunaga’s conquest of Japan, he killed tens of thousands of innocent people in 

brutal ways. Most of them were women and children. 

“I ordered my men to set fire to the temple. You would do well to remember this, 

young man. There are darker paths one must take to achieve their goals. At times, it 

means snuffing out the lives of the innocent.” 

I could tell this was an uncomfortable topic for him. Even so, his belief that his 

choice was correct didn’t waver. 

Then we reached the topic I was hesitant to bring up. It was also the topic I was 

most curious about, because no one truly understood the motive of the man who 

betrayed Nobunaga. 

“Honnoji, huh.” Nobunaga sighed sadly. “I did say you could ask me anything. It 

can’t be helped.” 

All that time while we were talking, he never took a single sip of tea from his cup. 

Even as he talked about Honnoji and the traitor, AkechiMitsuhide, Nobunaga still 

didn’t reach for his cup. 

“Akechi was a loyal vassal…and one of my most competent generals. But at times, 

I took that for granted.” 

Nobunaga had his head down, staring into the tea cup in front of him. Slowly, he 

rested his head against the palm of his hand. This came to me as a surprise, as I 

didn’t think it was possible for Oda Nobunaga to look vulnerable. 
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“Your textbook talks of a story, about how my decisions caused his mother to be 

executed. Such stories are no more than falsehoods. In reality, it was far simpler 

than that. Akechi had ambitions, like anyone else. But more importantly, he 

disagreed with how I handled things.” 

It was almost unreal, hearing this from Nobunaga himself. I found myself listening 

more intently than before. 

“When I sent my generals across Japan, I left myself vulnerable at the height of my 

power. Akechi simply made the decision to betray me then. I’ve come to accept 

that. I’ve never resented him for it, but I do wish things could’ve turned out better.” 

It was far shorter of an explanation than I had expected, but at last, I finally saw a 

smidge of regret in Nobunaga’s eyes. It wasn’t enough regret for him to want to 

change what he had done, but he surely thinks about how the last years of his life 

might’ve played out differently. 

After taking a deep breath, Nobunaga finally picked up his teacup. He had barely 

taken a sip when he spat everything back out. 

“What is this?!” He exclaimed, throwing the tea cup back onto the table. “Was this 

supposed to be tea?! It’s nothing more than hot tea leaf juice!” 

I was already wiping away the spilt tea with a cloth. “Nobunaga-dono…that’s what 

tea is…” 

Nobunaga gave me a blank stare, like I was out of my mind. Then he got up, 

grabbed me by the neck and carried me over to the kitchen. “It seems that I must 

give you a lesson in etiquette before I can consider you worthy of being my 

retainer. I shudder to think that this is how you would receive honoured guests.” 

For the rest of the evening, Nobunaga forced me to learn the Japanese Tea 

Ceremony with whatever utensils and bowls we could find. I had to repeat the 

process over, and over, and over again until I did absolutely everything perfectly. 

Thankfully, he permitted me to use water to practice. I only had to brew the tea 

properly once. 

With how many times I had to do the Tea Ceremony, I can’t even begin to imagine 

how much it would’ve cost me if I had to use real tea. 

………………………………………………. 

The reality, of course, was that I couldn’t stay in Japan. I was only a foreigner here 

on vacation, and due to go to Europe soon. Those two days were the only days I 

got to spend with Nobunaga. 

Nobunaga understood this as well. However, that didn’t make parting any easier 

for me. I felt that there was still so much I could learn from him. I would have liked 

to stay and become his retainer. That’s the kind of experience the textbooks can’t 

give you. 

On the day I had to leave, Nobunaga saw me off. We stood at the hotel lobby as I 

double checked to make sure I had everything I needed. When I finished my 

inspection, I zipped my backpack up and slung it over my shoulders. 
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“You’ve gathered all your belongings?” 

“Yes, Nobunaga-dono.” 

Nobunaga stood behind me, his arms crossed and umbrella in hand. “It’s 

unfortunate that you must leave so soon. I would have enjoyed having you as a 

retainer.” 

He then glanced at the suitcase by his feet. “It would also be nice if someone could 

help me carry my armour.” 

Yeah, he definitely can’t be wearing that around if he doesn’t want the police to be 

after him. 

“There are plenty of people in Japan that would be honoured to be your retainer. 

I’m certain you’ll find someone capable in due time.” Well, I might be overly 

optimistic when I say that. 

I’m not without my share of worries. Nobunaga will need to find a place to stay 

and a source of income. That’s not going to be easy for him when he has no way of 

proving his citizenship or identity. Even so, with the way Japanese people are, 

someone will definitely help Nobunaga out in his journey. 

Nobunaga gives a nonchalant shrug in response. “Perhaps. It was, after all, merely 

by coincidence that we met.” 

We walked out of the hotel, and stood by the front entrance. My taxi would soon 

arrive to take me to the airport in Osaka. Before that happened, there was 

something I had to give to Nobunaga. 

“Nobunaga-dono, take this with you.” 

In my hand is the cell phone and charger I’d bought for him yesterday while he was 

busy surveying the land. It was a cheap, refurbished flip phone. I have faith that 

it’ll work just fine. Actually, it’d better work, considering I’ve already loaded it 

with some pre-paid phone cards. 

“What’s this?” Nobunaga slowly took the device and charger out of my hand. Then 

he scoffs. “Ah, it’s another one of your modern contraptions. You showed me how 

to use this the other day. It was called a cell phone, yes?” 

“Indeed.” I nod. 

I couldn’t stay in Japan, but there will come a time when I will return. When that 

time comes, I’d want to get in touch with Nobunaga and see how he’s doing. 

“We don’t use messengers nowadays, since we can just use phones to contact 

people who are halfway across the world. I just thought it’d be nice to be able to 

talk with you again someday. You’ll find my number in the contacts directory.” 

“Is that so?” Nobunaga fumbles around with the phone a bit. “Here it is. Your 

phone number, huh?” 

I chuckled a bit, but deep down I still felt uneasy about leaving him alone here. 

“Think of it like…a unique way to identify me. When you meet new people later 

on, getting their phone number will let you stay in contact with them.” 
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“You did mention that yesterday.” Nobunaga closed the phone with a wry 

smile,and pocketed it along with the charger. “I’ll keep it charged…or whatever it 

was you called this thing’s upkeep.” 

“Yes, please keep it charged. It’ll need electricity to work.” 

It was then that my taxi pulled up to the hotel. That means it’s time for me to go. 

Before that, I still have one more thing to ask Nobunaga. 

“Nobunaga-dono, where will you go now?” I ask. 

He didn’t answer me immediately, choosing instead to put on a pair of sunglasses 

first. 

“Honnoji Temple. There are many questions that I still need answers to. Some 

introspection may help with that.” 

I get it now. He was trying to make it harder for me to see his expression. Clever 

man, he already knows that I have a habit of trying to read people’s faces. 

“You don’t need to hide what you’re thinking, Nobunaga-dono.” 

I start to pack my bags into the trunk of the vehicle. 

“There’ll surely be times when you’ll feel lost and uncertain. If you ever urgently 

need help, just call me with that phone. I won’t be able to physically come to help 

you, but I can at least offer you advice.” 

“Heh. Many thanks. I’d be a fool to refuse your counsel.” 

When I finished loading my bags into the taxi, I turned to Nobunaga and bowed. 

“Take care then, Nobunaga-dono. It’s been an honour.” 

“The pleasure’s mine. We will meet again someday, Henry. I look forward to it.” 

I was shocked enough that I did a double take. Did he actually just call me by 

name? 

Before I realized it, Nobunaga was already walking away, suitcase and umbrella in 

tow. A few moments later, he had already disappeared into the distance. 

As Nobunaga left, I felt a kind of loneliness. We had scarcely known each other for 

more than two days, but it felt like I was parting ways with a close friend. 

I closed the trunk and entered the taxi. To Osaka Airport I would now be heading, 

but still I thought of Nobunaga. Where will he go after Honnoji? What will he do? 

Will he survive in modern day Japan? 

In the end, I’ll just have to believe in him. 

After all, Nobunaga once came close to unifying all of Japan. Who’s to say that he 

cannot rise to greatness again? 

END 
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A Daimyo's Dilemma, A Samurai's Devotion 
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In the third year of the rule of Emperor Higashiyama and the tenth year of the 

Tokugawa TsunayoshiShogunate, a procession of a tozama daimyo of the Omura 

clan was making their way back to their hometown from Edo. It is the group’s 

fifteenth day of travel and they have begun to grow weary after the two-day transit 

across the Kii Channel. There were still fifteen days remaining in their journey to 

return to Omura and they had just entered Todo Province. Various terrain lay ahead 

of them, but they pushed forward in the morning sun. 

 Many samurai were among the 

procession as the main protectors, 

vigilant of any danger ahead. Their 

right hands tightly grasped the 

sword hilt as a sign of preparedness. 

Around them, servants carried the 

daimyo’s treasures and supplies 

necessary for the journey while the 

samurai at the back of the procession 

held up the Omura clan banners. 

Even from a far-off distance the 

banners could be seen, the family 

crest and name emblazoned with 

black ink moving with the wind. 

Among the procession, a group of 

samurai carried the palanquin along 

the path. Rich, golden designs 

stretched across the body of the 

palanquin, representing the status of 

the person within. The gilded 

flowers on the wood slats reflected 

the spring sunlight as it swayed with 
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every step.  

 Within the palanquin, tozama daimyo Omura Suminaga sat on the cushions 

observing the scenery around him. Everything outside took on a muted tone when 

seen through the narrow window and the silk curtains. The coastline, now receding 

in the distance, became a mixture of soft blues and eventually greens as it meshed 

with the nature around it. That unique blue-green color reminded Omura of his own 

city which was also on the coast. With the curtains softening the images outside, it 

almost seemed like they were already home at the port, the coastlines were so 

similar.  

“The coastline image, 

Receding through the curtains, 

Distant hometown.” 

 Omura whispered under his breath. At the age of fifty-four and being the 

Omura daimyo for nearly forty years, he often yearned for his hometown while 

serving in court after many months away. The peace and comfort of his personal 

estate and domain could not compare to the second home and the tense court life of 

Edo. The farther Omura moved from the capital, the more at peace he felt.Omura 

then turned his thoughts to what 

he planned to do while he could 

stay in Omura. His initial desire 

was to check his trading ports. As 

his main income, maintaining the 

limited trading allowed with the 

Dutch was vital to sustaining his 

daimyo status. Omura also took 

pride in his trading capabilities, as 

his ancestor was one of the major 

contributors to start the South-

Western trading ports and he 

strove to maintain their reputation. 

But, Omura frowned, if the 

shogun continued to isolate the 

country, relying on trading alone 

would inevitably become a risky 

form of income. Similar thoughts 

were being shared among the 

samurai and servants at the back 

of the Omura procession. 
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 “Omura-sama’s expression 

did not seem very good when 

we left Edo two weeks ago,” one 

said. 

 “Did you not hear?” 

Another asked, “Omura-sama’s 

finances are not doing as well as 

they were before because of the 

trade ban.” Others nodded in 

agreement at the servant’s 

statement.  

 “What will happen if 

Omura-sama can no longer 

make enough profit from the 

overseas trading?” A samurai 

asked the servant, “Surely our 

master will not abandon us.” 

The group became unsure. Even 

if Omura did not release them 

from his company, there would 

not be a large profit to be gained 

from staying. But his people 

were loyal; even without 

payment they knew Omura would treat them well because they were under his rule. 

Many of the samurai and servants in his procession had served under Omura for 

multiple years already. They knew where their loyalties were. And following the 

way of the warrior, the samurai under Omura would sacrifice their lives for him at 

any point in time regardless of any profit. 

 One samurai broke the prolonged silence, proclaiming his devotion to Omura. 

“Maintaining two estates is extremely costly,” he commented, “But regardless of 

any profit, I will stay with Omura-sama. My duty to him is far greater than any 

other element of my life.” Even though being released from service would allow 

him to search for better work, perhaps in a samurai academy, the top priority of a 

samurai was his service to his master. 

 “I hope Omura-sama will be able to maintain his income. Otherwise, how will 

I be able to continue to afford my favorite woodblock prints?” A servant joked, 

changing the atmosphere of the discussion to a lighter one. The others around him 

laughed at the statement.  

 “You mean so that you can still afford your spring books?” Another servant 

retorted, “I’ve seen what you carry around with you.”  
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 “I guess you will just have to live with the old winter of your wife then!” The 

samurai from earlier chimed in. “It is better to invest Hokusai’s landscapes or 

Sharaku’s portraits, regardless. At least those can be sold again without any shame 

on your part!” 

 At this point, the procession had reached the outskirts of a small town within 

Todo Province. Here, they would rest and pick up some more supplies before 

continuing on. Omura ordered one group to go into the town and to buy the 

necessary supplies for the next few days and another group he had stay as his 

guards while he stretched his legs. He allowed the remainder of the procession to 

rest. The group that had been talking earlier put down the supplies they were 

carrying and the servants sat down on the side of the dirt road, observing the 

passer-bys. When people noticed that a procession was present and they saw the 

samurai standing imposingly with their hands on their swords, they averted their 

gazes immediately and bowed deeply before hurrying away into the town. With the 

philosophy of kirisute enforced by the samurai, it was wiser to keep a wide breadth 

of the procession than to risk death by taking one's time past the group.  

 

 While they waited for the servants to return with more supplies, one of the 

servants from earlier took off his sandals 

and stretched his feet and looked to his 

comrade, saying, "Even if we are released 

from Omura-sama's domain, there must be 

other ways of work for us out there." 

 "Did you not hear of the Mitsui clan 

and their recent developments?" Another 

servant replied. He had previously been 

listening to the conversation but had yet to 

speak until now, "They were having some 

trouble with their income as well but they 

managed to find other ways to make a 

profit to continue to keep their servants and 

samurai. They seemed to have opened a 

pawn shop to sell second-hand items. I 

even hear they are in the process of 

planning to open a bank with the 

permission of the shogunate." The 

servant's information seemed to bring some 

peace to the group, especially one of the 

samurai. He straightened up and seemed to 

become more determined, 

 "No matter the solution or the 
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outcome, Omura will continue to be my master. My life will always belong to him. 

If he chooses to expand his methods of income I will gladly carry them out for 

him." The samurai's statement added to the group's improved mental state and 

when it was time for them to continue on their journey, their renewed faith in 

Omura gave them the strength to move forward. 
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